COMPONENTS AND RAW MATERIALS FOR PUMPS AND MOTORS
Development, Design and Manufacturing with Innovative Materials to increase Companies Competitiveness.

PLASTIC RAW MATERIALS and COMPONENTS - DEVELOPMENT, DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING DIVISION
We provide a complete service from Raw Materials to Design and Production. We are able to identify and select the most suitable materials and technologies for the Customers’ individual requirements.

Plastic Raw Materials - We supply following First Choice (Premier) Plastic Polymers: ABS, EP, HDPE, LDPE, LLDPE, MF, PA, PBT, PC, PET, PF, PMMA, POM, PP, PS, PSU, PTFE, PUR, PVA, PVC, UF, UP, PE, HIPS, PES, PA, PVDC, PU, PEEK, PEI. We supply Plastic reprocessed Granules with same properties as virgin Polymers, Biopolymers, Natural Polymers, Biodegradables, Compounds, Composites, Elastomers (Rubbers): Healthcare, Non-Toxic, Recyclable plastic products thus contributing to the reduction of environmental pollution.

All products can be delivered filled or unfilled.

Innovative Materials for new products development with best application techniques: Nanocomposite Compounds. Nonwovens made of natural and synthetic fibres, Nonwoven Textiles, Geotextiles, Geosynthetics, Spunbonded fabrics for soil stabilization, erosion control, drainage, environmental protection problems and to suit your particular applications.

For all above products we supply executions suitable for potable drinking waters for human consumption to conform with DM174 following EU Directive 98/83/CE.

We care for environmental factors

PUMPS and MOTORS COMPONENTS DIVISION

Design - Design and Manufacturing of Carbide Dies, Moulds and Tools with production of magnetic sheets for electric motors: ability to meet customers’ requirements also following their own technical drawings up to the design of dies and the manufacturing of components. Robotics and Automatization through Mechatronics with new materials for sustainable Innovation: a combination of Mechanics, Electronics and Computing which assures Products and Systems much more reliable, efficient, economical and versatile and with Nanotechnologies to design new products manufactured for new functions and better technologies and with Commonization to provide high quality at lower costs.

Casting, Pressing, Stamping, Forming and Forging - Cast iron, Bronze and Stainless Steel Castings. Aluminium Die-Castings, Metal cold Forming, Stamping, Blanking, Shearing and Pressing, Raw and Machined and made to order.

Components for Electric Motors

Windings and Shafts - Also Wound Stators and Rotor Shafts made to custom designs for individual requirements.

Components for Pumps

Turned Components to Custom’s design in Stainless Steel, Brass, Cast Iron, Bronze, Plastics, etc.

A complete range of components and spare parts for pumps and electric motors. We are able to identify and select the most suitable materials and technologies for the Customers’ individual requirements. Overhauls and Genuine Spare Parts.

Components and RAW MATERIALS FOR PUMPS AND MOTORS
Manufacturing Group established in Italy in 1976 worldwide